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Top 10 requests for future programming: 

 Systemic racism
 Unpacking equity
 Inclusive decision-making
 Cultural competency
 DEI current events & conversations
 Identity and the cycle of socialization
 Inclusive pedagogy
 DEI in governance
 DEI  practices in attracting, hiring & retaining
 Abilities training
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What people are saying
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"I appreciated that sessions
were designed for those who
were solid on the foundations
but looking to expand, extend,
or otherwise deepen learning--
so the sessions offered a few
different ways to approach
DEI!"

- 2021 Participant

"All of it! Even the hard parts.
The interactivity and practice
sessions, the Unite Sessions,
kept me on my toes."

- 2021 Participant

"The speakers were amazing!
This was not just surface-
level discussions - we were
pushed to be uncomfortable
and make a commitment to
growth."

- 2021 Participant

"I feel that we were provided with pragmatic tools and
strategies to address DEI issues that we can use in day-to-day
conversations that we find ourselves in."

- 2021 Participant

Unite Idaho!
Celebrating Differences & 

Building Belonging

NPR, Idaho Matters with Gemma Gaudette |                                                                                                   How Idaho

businesses are diving into diversity, equity and inclusion

“Stoltz is proud to support the DEI summit again this year as
we believe the level of discourse around such important topics
has shaped - and will continue to elevate - the progress our
state-wide community is making. The challenges to true
understanding and adoption of the principles of DEI aren’t
going to lessen, so we believe the summit is imperative and
worth investing in.”

- Jaime Eckman, President & CEO

“We’ve always thought of POWER as a big tent with room for
everyone, but we know that hasn’t always felt true for some
people. The DEI Summit not only provides learning
opportunities for our managers, it also benefits companies
across Idaho that might find themselves in similar positions. We
look forward to finding ways to put what we’ve learned at this
summit into action.”

-Jim Haynes, CEO of POWER Engineers

https://www.boisestatepublicradio.org/people/gemma-gaudette
https://www.boisestatepublicradio.org/show/idaho-matters/2021-10-21/how-idaho-businesses-are-diving-into-diversity-equity-and-inclusion
https://www.boisestatepublicradio.org/show/idaho-matters/2021-10-21/how-idaho-businesses-are-diving-into-diversity-equity-and-inclusion
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